
Material : PP COMPLEX
Heat resistance range : -68°F~ 248 °F (-20°C ~ 120 °C)
Color : Dark Gray

Total weight of the product : 610g
Country of Origin : Made in Korea

Specification : 39 X 29.7 X 2.5cm
Dimension of storage compartment :(L) 15.4 X 9.6 X 2cm 
                                                                                (R) 16.8 X 9.6 X 2cm 

Take care of cooking chores at once
without piling up of dishes to be washed~!
Dishes that piles up whenever you
prepare cooking Smart cutting board
that can solve them at once!

No more worries about
the liquid that spilled all over the
cooking counter!

Structure that prevents the spilling over of the
sticky juice (liquid) and materials
onto cooking counter!

Liquid drainage outlet
preventing waste of cooking
ingredients!

Even the fruit juice (liquid)
in the groove can be utilized
by pouring them into cooking bowl!

Ridge and grove to
prevent spilling over

Liquid drainage outlet



Take care of food ingredients
at once by utilizing small
storage compartment as the cooking dish!
Food ingredients can be handled
conveniently without spilling
over the gas stove!

Master of food ingredients cutting!
Scale function with gradation mark
With gradated scale in the unit of ‘cm’,
This cutting board enables you to
cut nicely in equal length!

Can be utilized as
1 large dish + 2 small dishes!
Convenience that requires no separate dish!
Simply put large quantity of ingredients
in the storage compartment and
when separate storage is needed,
put ingredients in small storage compartment!

Safe silicon packing to
prevent slipping!
With the help of silicon packing at 4 sections
of the board, Double Save D Cutting Board
can be used comfortably without the concerns
for slipping of the food ingredients!

No more worries about germs!
Thorough cleaning
No more worry about hygiene!
Can be washed in dish washer!
Can be disinfected in boiling water!

Scale function by
gradation mark

Silicon packing


